"All you can eat" soup, salad & tacos 11:30am-3pm Mon-Fri
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Sam Diego’s Mexican Cookery & Bar 



View Menus
Order Take-Out
Check Wait Time






Cape Cod Mexican & Tex Mex Restaurant



Open since 1982, Sam Diego’s Mexican Cookery and Bar established itself as the “place to go” for Food, Fun and Fiesta on Cape Cod. Independently owned, Sam’s has been a local gathering spot and a festive “refuge” for out-of-towners.


Our family-friendly atmosphere consists of the rich colors of Mexico, tropical plants and cacti, and whimsical artwork and sculptures. So come enjoy the flavors of the Southwest, sip a margarita at the bar, or enjoy our sunny patio during the warmer months.
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Sam Diego's Hyannis (@samdiegos) • Instagram photos and videos


 








About Us



Located directly “West” of the Cape Cod Mall entranceway on Rt. 132, and independently owned since 1982, our Mexican Cookery & Bar has been a longstanding gathering spot for both neighborhood locals and out-of-town visitors alike.


We offer a full menu of delicious award-winning Mexican & Tex-Mex selections, Southwestern Specialties, Bar-be-Que and various Salads, SAMwiches & Combos. We also offer an extensive “Young Juan’s” kid’s menu with coloring pages ‘n crayons.


Our décor exhibits the warm colors of the Southwest along with an array of whimsical artwork and sculptures, both inside and out.


Sam’s offers a large, tropically landscaped outdoor patio during the warmer months, four separate dining areas for our customers to choose from, and, two bar & lounge areas for sippin’ margaritas ‘n such. We’re proud to have been a part of the lives of what now has been three generations of family customers. As they say, “Me Casa, Su Casa”.
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Contact Us



Sam’s does not take reservations. All seating is first come - first serve. Parties greater than 8 should Call-Ahead of their arrival to avoid long waiting times. We will do our best to accommodate larger parties. It may be necessary to break the party into manageable numbers. VIEW CURRENT WAIT TIME.
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Serving up Food, Fun and Fiesta on Cape Cod since 1982

Serving up Food, Fun and Fiesta on Cape Cod since 1982
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Opening Hours



	Monday	11:30 AM- 10:00 PM

	Tuesday	11:30 AM- 10:00 PM

	Wednesday	11:30 AM- 10:00 PM

	Thursday	11:30 AM- 10:00 PM

	Friday	11:30 AM- 11:00 PM

	Saturday	11:30 AM- 11:00 PM

	Sunday	11:30 AM- 10:00 PM








950 Iyannough Rd
Hyannis, MA, 02601




(508) 771-8816




[email protected]
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